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Benefit from the simplicity of 
Equifax Ignite to easily consolidate 
data, better protect consumer 
information, lower your data 
management operational costs, and 
better grow and manage your business.  

Contact us today to explore 
how you can get started with 
Equifax Ignite.

Shorten your 
time to market from 

months to weeks:

Create and modify models 
 to define audiences

    Use point-and-click
  tools to export and 
download models

       Launch campaigns 
   via your mailhouse 
and digital partners

Enhance future 
  acquisition strategies 
     by feeding insights back 
         into InterConnect®, your
               decisioning platform

Fourth,
export and 

download models 
to desired production 

platforms.

Now that you have a 
comprehensive view of your prospects and 

customers, you can use Equifax Ignite to conduct your 
analytics, build and update models, and support your business 

goals. Plus, you can continuously update your analyses as fresh data 
becomes available and as you integrate more data and campaign results.

Acquisition Cross-sell/upsell

Personalization

Product
optimization

Regional
analysis

Retention/
churn

Credit risk

Fraud

Recovery
and collections

Many other
business goals

Third, dive into 
your analysis.

Single, combined,
anonymous view

Performance and
application data

Third-party
data

Response data

Consumer
data

Equifax data

Billing data

Additional
company data

1. Ingest all datasets

2. Connect and match 
disparate data to 
individual prospects 
and customers

3. Add in additional 
data from Equifax 
such as credit, 
affluence, income, 
bill-pay behaviors, 
and more

4. Anonymize each 
record and use a 
consumer key to 
protect PII

5. Produce a single, 
consolidated view 
of each consumer 

Rely on Equifax Ignite 
to quickly:

Second, let 
Equifax Ignite 

automatically link 
all datasets.

First, upload all data 
into Equifax Ignite.

Use point-and-click tools to 
upload all data within minutes.

Your firm’s data 
— from all departments and 

across all databases:

Sales, digital activity, account  
activity, product ownership, loyalty, 

customer service, campaign, 
billing, delinquency, 

collections, charge-offs, 
and more  

Third party data
— demographics, behavioral, 
attitudinal, preferences,
product usage, digital,
social, and more

Connect datasets and gain a 
single view of your customers with

Equifax Ignite
Is your team spending too much time and effort managing and integrating 
consumer data? Do you have multiple consumer databases and incompatible 
formats? Do your consumer data processes adequately protect personal consumer 
data? How easily can you integrate additional financial and third-party data?

In order to best serve existing customers and find new ones, you need a unified, 
comprehensive view of each consumer. That’s a challenge, but we can help. 

Equifax Ignite® makes it easy to centralize and link data!

As a robust, cloud-based analytical platform, Equifax Ignite simplifies and speeds data 
management so your company can better focus on its business goals. 
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